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PROPERTIES

Description Harmonised subnational crop statistics on area, production, and yield, collected for the EU from National Statistical Institutes and the Eurostat REGIO DB. Crop statistics available for soft, durum and total wheat.

Disclaimer The developers/maintainers of this dataset do not have any responsibility on its use and on results/products derived from it.


DIMENSIONS

Region Subnational level (Nuts version 2016)
Crop Total Wheat (Eurostat code C1100), Soft Wheat (C1110), Durum Wheat (C1120)
Year From: 1975 To: 2019

Temporal resolution Yearly

Filter variable [unit] Area [ha], Production [t], Yield [t/ha]

INDICATORS

Variables Harmonised subnational statistics value, Data Source, Region Transformation, Crop Transformation, Calculated Value, Coherence Between Indicators, Zero Set as Null, Coherence Between Crops